BUCK CLASSES
JUDGE:MURRAY GRILLS

CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 44
DOB 14/ 11/ 20 SALETTE RUSKI

CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 45
DOB 3/12/20 TALLULAH NIGHT RAIDER

CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 46
DOB 1/ 8/ 20 IMINAMUCK DRAGO
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CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 47
DOB 2/8/20 IMINAMUCK DIESEL

CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 48
DOB 9/7/20 GOODNESS JAZZMAN

CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 49
DOB 7/7/20 ANAMA AMAROK

CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 50
DOB 1/9/20
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RODEN TABASCO CHILLI

CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 51
DOB 22/10/20 RODEN LEGION KNOX

CLASS 36 BUCK KID EXHIBIT NO 52
DOB 8/7/20 CHELSEA PARK SADIQ IKE

BUCK KID
15

Exhibit 49

An impressive buck showing maturity of the head reflects a strong and muscular neckline. The blend of the neck to
the shoulders is seamless. A deep girth displays great chest room with a well sprung rib. The gentle slope over the rump
is pronounced by the upright stance in the rear. The barrel is long and level supported by a delightfully straight topline
and clean high withers. This buck has presence and is clearly my first placed Buck Kid
ANAMA AMAROK DEB PORTER

Exhibit 50

Exhibit 44

This buck demands a judges attention. The eyeline glides over the level topline and that exquisite level broad rump.
The dished face adds strength to the head and the deep barrel and chest are so important to breed development.
As this buck matures and adds muscle to his neckline, he has the potential for even more awards
RODEN TABASCO CHILLI BELINDA CARDINAL

. Saanen Bucks go, this young boy will probably be as white as he will ever be in his lifetime. A lovely topline with a broad
As
square rump, he stands squarely with powerful hind quarters. With good spring of rib and length of body, this buck has great
potential as he matures. He is one to watch.
SALETTE RUSKI PAUL&JENNY BAYARD

The Buck Kids presented were great quality, clearly displaying breeding prowess.
Clear blending of the body structures and the square, balanced stances were pronounced. Exhibition is a part of any show and although some bucks were unplaced,
some photographs did not allow me to judge their full potential. I'm sure that if Virtual Shows become a greater part of the DGSA, then exhibitors will seek new and
expressive ways to exhibit.
I was impressed with the young BA exhibit 45 displaying delightful depth and great spring of rib. His blend across the rump was impressive.
The AN in Exhibit 46 displayed an exotic head with a beautifully raised wither.
Exhibit 47 has a mature head with strength through the jawline. His neck shows great musculature and a rump that shows length.
The AN in Exhibit 48 has a great stance with strong blended shoulders. The curved stifle and square hocks stood out.
A square and broad rump, the Saanen Buck Kid Exhibit 51 has great presence.
The AN in Exhibit 52 displays a great body depth and elegant length of neck. The topline is obscured in the photo and with improved technique, this buck may be
differently placed.

CLASS 37 BUCKLING EXHIBIT NO 53
DOB 20/2/20 TYBACH WARRION BOBBY

CLASS 37 BUCKLING EXHIBIT NO 54
DOB 6/9/19 RODEN CACHE MILLER
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BUCKLING
15

Exhibit 53

This Saanen Buck shows great balance. An impressive head and neckline blends into a strong
broad shouldering. The chest and girth are broad and deep. The topline is straight and the rump,
from thurls to escutcheon is long and broad, so important in dairy conformation. He shows
impressive square hocks and a broad rear stance. He has great Saanen type and formation.
TYBACH WARRION BOBBY BELINDA CARDINAL

Exhibit 54

This Toggenburg Buckling displays great strengths. A long and strong neckline (not a common trait in
Toggenburgs as a rule) with impressive shouldering. The backline sweeps through the rump in variation
to the Saanen and gives a more rounded appearance. A lovely barrel and great spring of rib, this buck
displays stature and strength.
RODEN CACHE MILLER BELINDA CARDINAL

CLASS 38 ADULT BUCK EXHIBIT NO 55
00B 18/10/18 GLENUGIE PEGASUS

CLASS 38 ADULT BUCK EXHIBIT NO 56
DOB 15/9/16 RODEN SPIRIT TACOMA
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CLASS 38 ADULT BUCK EXHIBIT NO 57
DOB 31/3/14 BLUE BROOK VIVALDI

CLASS 38 ADULT BUCK EXHIBIT NO 58
DOB 24/11/18 ZZ BALDWIN

ADULT BUCK
15

Exhibit 56

Exhibit 58

This buck displays the highly sought after reverse wedge. The strength through the forequarter and the depth at the girth
are truly impressive. I am immediately drawn to the high wither and the muscular blend of the neck and shoulders.
But the erect stance and level long topline really highlight this bucks exceptional qualities the broad square hip placement
extending through to the pin bones if transferred to his offspring will aid kidding. His level rump and perfect balance through the
rear quarters really completes this buck.
RODEN SPIRIT TACOMA BELINDA CARDINAL
One of my mantras when judging is to seek and promote length. Length creates a more proficient ruminant and any offspring
inheriting this bucks length will have room for kidding and still be productive as opposed to shorter bodied stock that would
pressure the rumen and reduce nutrient uptake. He is balanced and square with a long level rump. The neck and shoulders
show length with a raised wither. His greatest asset is that, with the length of the torso, his backline is strong and straight.

ZZ BALDWIN EDENDALE FARM

Exhibit 57

Seems theres a lot to like in Toggenburgs and this third placed buck is glowing with power and strength. Once again we see the
strength displayed through the forequarter with a thick muscular neckline blending into powerful shoulders and a deep chest.
The backline too is long and straight with a slight drop to the rump. I love the spring of rib and the depth of the barrel, great
traits for his offspring.
BLUE BROOK VIVALDI EDENVALE FARM

Exhibit 55 is a powerful example of the AN breed. His exotic head and earline is classic nubian. As recognised throughout the judging, the length, strength
and blend of the neck and shoulders is a highlight. This buck has an impressive wither and a lovely long barrel. His stance over the hind quarters has let
him down and this could be corrected with more careful positioning. Needless to say, he has the character and presence that make him a great example of
the breed.

BEST BUCK IN SHOW
NO.

Exhibit 56

This Buck displays the character and strength that stands him apart. He truly is a picture perfect buck

RODEN SPIRIT TACOMA BELINDA CARDINAL .

